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Chapter 1

Introduction

In control engineering we study systems that can be graphically portrayed
as follows

-i I

U y

We have a system (portrayed as a box) called the plant with input u and
output y. The goal of control engineering is to choose an input such that
the output has some desired property. The usual way to do this is to design
another system called the compensator that takes the output of the plant as
its input and has as its output the input for the plant

plant

U y

compensator
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The first step in designing a compensator for a plant is to describe the
plant mathematically. Many plants can be mathematically described as

x=Ax+Bu x(O)=xo (1.1)

y = Cx+Du
where A, B, C, D are operators on Hubert spaces. For mechanical and electri-
cal systems these Hubert spaces are finite-dimensional. For acoustical, ther-
modynamical and hydrodynamical systems these Hubert spaces are infinite-
dimensional. Both from a mathematical and an engineering perspective
finite-dimensional systems are easier. The main aim in infinite-dimensional
control engineering is to design finite-dimensional compensators for infinite-
dimensional plants (that is: 'easy' compensators for 'hard' plants).

In this thesis we will not consider systems of the form (1.1) but of the
form

= 4x + Bu x(O) = (1.2)

= Cx,, + Du
where A e 1(X),B E £(U,X),C e £(X,Y),D E L(U,Y) and X,U,Y are
Hubert spaces. Systems of the form (1.1) are called continuous-time systems
and systems of the form (1.2) are called discrete-time systems. Discrete-time
systems are important in their own right and are also a powerfull tool in
understanding continuous-time systems.

In this thesis we make a start with a new method of designing a finite
dimensional compensator for an infinite-dimensional plant. That is: we as-
sume that we are given a plant of the form (1.2) with X infinite-dimensional
and U, Y (for the most part of this thesis) also infinite-dimensional and we
want to design a compensator of the form

n+1 = + Ly (O) = (1.3)

= + Ny
with K E £(X),L E £(U,X),M E £(X,Y),N e £(U,Y) and X a finite-
dimensional Hilbert space. There are many design methods that give a com-
pensator for which X = X. Our approach is to approximate the plant (1.2)
by a system with a finite-dimensional state space X and use one of these
design methods to design a compensator with this X as its state space and
prove that the system that we get by interconnecting this compensator to
the plant satisfies the specifications. In this thesis we concentrate on the first
step: the approximation of the plant. Our approximation procedure takes
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the context of the approximation (designing a compensator for the plant
based on this approximation) into account.

The idea behind this approximation is as follows. A compensator actually
consists of two parts: an observer and a controller. The observer takes the
output of the plant (and the output of the controller) as its input and gives
an estimate of the state of the plant as its output. The controller takes this
estimate of the state of the plant as its input and gives the input of the plant
as its output.

The idea of the approximation is to omit the states that are unimportant
in the design of the compensator (that is: unimportant in the design of the
observer and in the design of the controller) and retain the states that are
important in the design of the compensator (that is: important in the design
of the observer and in the design of the controller). For this idea to work we
need that all states are as important for the design of the observer as they
are for the design of the controller. One possible measure of how important
a state x is for the design of an observer is

<Px,x>f(x) <x,x>
where P is the smallest nonnegative solution of

APA*_P+BB* = (APC*+BD*)(R+CPC*)(CPA*+DB*) R := I+DD*.

This equation is called the Filter Algebraic Riccati Equation (FARE) of the
system. A state x for which f(x) is large is important for the design of the
observer and a state x for which f(x) is small is unimportant for the design
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of the observer. A possible measure of how important a state x is for the
design of a controller is

<Qx,x>
c(x) := <x,x>

where Q is the smallest nonnegative solution of

A*QA_Q+C*C = (C*D+A*QB)(S+B*QB)(B*QA+D*C) S := I+DD.

This equation is called the Control Algebraic Riccati Equation (CARE) of
the system. A state x is important in the design of a controller if c(x) is large
and a state x is unimportant for the design of a controller if c(x) is small.
See Jonckheere and Silverman [5] for more details. Thus if we want all states
to be as important in the design of an observer as they are in the design of
a controller we actually want P and Q to be equal.

We now take a closer loop at equation (1.2). It can be shown that different
quadruples (A, B, C, D) of operators give the same output y for the same
input U; from an input-output point of view these quadruples of operators
are equivalent. What we will prove in this thesis is that for a given quadruple
of operators (with certain properties) there exists an equivalent quadruple of
operators such that for this quadruple of operators the solutions P and Q of
the FARE and CARE are equal. Such a quadruple of operators is called a
LQG-balanced realization of the system.

Outline
In Chapter 2 the general theory of discrete-time systems is reviewed. In
Definition 1 the concept of a discrete-time well-posed linear system is intro-
duced. A discrete-time well-posed linear system consists of a quadruple of
operators (A, B, t, D) that satisfy certain relations. A system can be de-
scribed by given this quadruple of operators or the quadruple of operators
(A, B, C, D) from (1.2). The quadruple of operators (A, ¶, t, D) is obtained
from the quadruple of operators (A, B, C, D) by 'solving' the difference equa-
tion (1.2) (see Definitions 7 and 8 for the precise relationships between these
two quadruples). The description as a well-posed linear system has some
advantages: the important system theoretic notions of stability (Definitions
1 and 2), controllability and observability (Definition 5) and Hankel operator
(Definition 4) are easily defined; the concept of equivalent quadruples that
was mentioned in the introduction can be rigorously defined as quadruples
that have the same '' operator (this leads to the concept of realization in-
troduced in Definition 3) and some of the proofs become more transparent.
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In section 2.2 we study the Z-transform (Definition 14) that we will use in
some calculations in Chapters 5 and 7.

In Chapter 3 we study the Riccati equations mentioned in the introduc-
tion. In section 3.3 we will give some equivalent versions of the Riccati
equations. The versions (3.1) and (3.2) will be especially important. In
section 3.2 we discuss the relation between the operators A and AQ that
appear in this version, we will need this relation in Chapter 7. In section
3.4 we will see how the solutions of the Riccati equations transform under a
similarity transformation in the state space X, we will need this in Chapter
6 as the last step to prove the existence of a LQG-balanced realization. In
section 3.5 conditions on the four operators (4, B, C, D) are given to ensure
that the Riccati equations have solutions.

To prove the existence of a LQG-balanced realization we translate the
problem to a problem about an associated stable system. We will associate a
stable system to our original system in two ways. In Chapter 4 we will factor

as 9J1'91 and consider the operator [9)1, 91] as the '' operator of a new
(stable) system. Special kinds of factorizations are considered in Chapter
4: normalized factorizations, coprime factorizations and factorizations with
a compact Hankel. In Chapter 5 a stable system that has [9)1, 91] as its ''
operator is studied. In particular, the relation between the Riccati equations
of the original system and the Lyapunov equations of the associated stable
system is studied. All of this leads to Chapter 6 where Theorem 69 gives
the existence of a LQG-balanced realization of the original system provided
that D has a factorization with certain properties. The other way that we
associate a stable system with a given system is presented in Chapter 7.
There we assume that we are given a quadruple (A, , , D) such that the
corresponding Riccati equations have a solution. These are then used to
construct the so called FARE and CARE closed loop systems (see Definitions
70 and 71). In section 7.2 the relation between the Riccati equations of the
original system and the Lyapunov equations of the FARE and CARE closed
loop systems is studied. In section 7.3 it is proven th3t two of the four
operators defining the FARE and CARE closed ioop systems are stable and
in section 7.4 the connection with factorization is studied. In Chapter 8
we return to the problem of the existence of a LQG-balanced realization
and prove that such a realization exists if the given quadruple (A, , Q, )
satisfies certain assumptions (Theorem 89).
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Theorems, Propositions, Lemmas
The most important results in this thesis are labeled as Theorem (there
are two of them: Theorem 69 and Theorem 89), the important results are
labeled as Proposition and the 'technical' results are labeled as Lemma. This
distinction can be of help when reading. Often the statements of the Lemmas
are chosen to facilitate the proof and the statements of the Propositions are
chosen in the form that they are used in the rest of this thesis.

If no proof is given this indicates that the result follows easily from the
previous results in the section.

How to read this thesis
The reader is warned that the rest of this thesis is more or less one big proof.
To avoid getting lost in the technical details and keep some idea of where
this thesis is heading it is probably a good idea to return to the introduction
and especially the outline given above several times and maybe take a look
at the two most important results (Theorem 69 and Theorem 89) before you
reach them linearly.
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Chapter 2

Discrete-time systems

In this Chapter we review some theory about discrete-time systems.

2.1 Time domain
For a Hubert space H we define the following maps on the space of functions
from Z to H

- (hk kEZ + 1 0 kEZ
('rh)k := hk+1 (ir h)k := ç

0 k E -- (ir h)k
h,, k e Z

Here Z {—1, —2,. . .} and Z := {0, 1 n operator that satisfies
T5.' = DT is called time-invariant. An operator D that satisfies 7r7r+ 0
is called causal. Define l (Z; H) to be the space of sequences (hk)kEz such
that r_khk E 12(Z;H) with the norm IIIlkII,. IIr_khkll (note that 1? = 12).

\Ve define tjr(U, Y) to be the space of bounded time-invariant operators from
l(Z; U) to l(Z; Y) and tic(U, Y) to be the subset of tir(U, Y) consisting of
the operators that are also causal. In the case r = 1 we omit the r and just
write ti and tic. \Ve further define ti to be the union over all r > 0 of
ti,. and we define tic similarly. It is obvious that tic,. is a subset of tic,.' if
r' > r. We now introduce the concept of a well-posed linear system.

Definition 1 (wpls) Let r > 0 and X, U, Y be Hubert spaces. An r-stable
discrete-time well-posed linear system is a quadruple of operators (A, , t, D)
for which

• A e £(X) satisfies supkez+ IIr_cAkII < oo

• E £(l(Z, U), X) satisfies rir =

• E £(X, 1,.2(Z, Y) satisfies i2A =
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• E ticr(U, Y) satisfies irir QB.

We define WP1ST to be the set of all r-stable well-posed linear systems and
wips to be the union of these sets over all r > 0. It is clear that WP1ST is a
subset of WPISr' if r' > r. An element of wplsi is called stable. A wpls that
is r-stable for a r < 1 is called exponentially or power stable.

The components of a well-posed linear system are named as follows: A is
called the state operator, is called the controllability map, t the observ-
ability map and the input-output map of the well-posed linear system.

Definition 2 (State, input, output and input-output stability)
(A, , t, .D) E wpls is called

• state stable if 511Pkz+ IIAkII < 00,

• input stable if B E £(12(Z, U), X),

• output stable if E £(X, l2(Z, Y),

• input-output stable if E tic(U,Y).

We shall also refer to components of a wpls as r-stable; for example we call
A r-stable if SUPkEZ+ IIr'A'II < oo and B r-stable if E £(l(Z—,U),X).

Remark In this thesis we will actually never use state stabililty. The notion
of 'stability' in the outline should be read as input-output stability.

Remark The reader should note that wpls would be a more consistent
notation when we compare 'wpls' and 'ti'. But this notational inconsistency
seems to be standard.

Definition 3 (Realization) A quadruple (A, B, Ct, D) e wpls is called a
realization of .

It can be shown that every time-invariant causal operator has a realiza-
tion; in fact it has infinitely many.

Definition 4 (Hankel operator) The Hankel operator 1' of a tic oper-
ator D is defined to be F := Dir. The Hankel operator of (A, B, Ct, D) E
wpls is defined to be the Hankel operator ofD.
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It should be noted that the Hankel operator of (A, S, , D) e wpls is also
equal to

Definition 5 (Controllability and observability) An element of wpls is
called approximately controllable if ker B* = {O} and approximately observ-
able if ker = {O}.

Definition 6 (Gramians) The controllability gramian LB of an element of
wpls is defined as LB The observability gramian Lc of an element
of wpls is defined as L =

Definition 7 (Generating operators) Let (4, B, , D) E wpls. Define

(e)k := { Bu := (ue_i) Cx := (x)o Du ((ueo))o

The operators (A, B, C, D) E £(X) x £(U, X) x £(X, Y) x £(U, Y) are called
the generating operators of the well-posed linear system. The operator B is
called the control operator, C is called the observation operator and D the
feedthrough operator.

Definition 8 Let (A,B,C,D) E £(X) x C(U,X) x £(X,Y) x £(U,Y). Let
r > r(A) (here r(A) is the spectral radius of A). Define for x E X and
U E1(Z,U)

Bu := >A'cBu:i

(X)k
.= { CAkx k e Z

(Du)k := CAZBuk_j_l + Duk k e

where the convergence of the sums is in the strong toplogy. Then (A, B, , D) E
WP1Sr and it is called the well-posed linear system generated by the quadruple
(A,B,C,D).

\Ve thus have a one-to-one correspondence between wpls and £(X) x
£(U, X) x £(X, Y) x £(U, Y) if we identify WPIS,. with a subset of WPISr'
if r' > r. We shall refer to both a well-posed linear system (A, , , O)
and its quadruple of generating operators (A, B, C, D) as a system. For a
stable well-posed linear system we can express the gramians in terms of the
generating operators.
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Lemma 9 Let the system (A, B, C, D) be input stable. Then its controlla-
bility gramian is given by the formula:

LB = >AkBBtA*

and it is the smallest nonnegative solution of the control Lyapunov equation:
ALA*_L+BB*=O (2.1)

in the unknown L E £(X). Let the system (A, B, C, D) be output stable.
Then its observability gramian is given by the formula:

L = A*kC*CAk

and it is the smallest nonnegative solution of the observer Lyapunov equa-
tion:

A*LA - L + CC =0 (2.2)

in the unknown L E £(X) (the convergence of the sums is in the strong
topology).

Proof The stability assumption implies that the sums converge and it is easily
checked that LB and Lc as given above satisfy their respective equations.
We will prove that Lc is the smallest nonnegative solution of the observer
Lyapunov equation, the proof for LB and the control Lyapunov equation
is similar. Suppose that L is another nonnegative solution of the observer
Lyapunov equation. Then for all x E X:

<LAx,Ax> — <Lx,x > + <Cx,Cx >= 0.

If we subsitute x Akz we get:

<CAkz, CAkz >=< LAkz, A'z> — < LAz, Az>.
\Ve now sum from k = 0 to N and note that the right-hand side telescopes:

<CAkz, CAkZ >=< Lz, z> — < LAN+lz, ANz>.

Since L is nonnegative we thus have for every N:

<z,A*kC*CAkz ><< Lz,z>

and letting N —* oo we have L � L as desired. 0

More on well-posed linear system can be found in Mikkola [7] and Staffans
[12].
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2.2 Frequency domain
In this section we introduce some spaces that we need in our study of well-
posed linear systems.

Definition 10 Let H be a Hubert space. We denote L2(H) for the space of
(equivalence classes of) square integrable functions from the unit circle to H
and H2(H) for the space of functions holomorphic on the open unit disc with
the property that

p2ir

suJ IIf(retO)IIdO < 00.
r<1 0

We collect some properties of these spaces:

• The space L2 can be shown to be a Hubert space and each function in
L2 has a representation

f(z)
=

<f, e > e,

where e(9) = e"0.

• It can be shown that for every f e H2 limr1 f(retO) exists for almost
all 9 E [0, 2ir) and that the resulting function on the unit disc is in
L2. This map from H2 to L2 is injective and H2 can thus be seen as
a subspace of L2. This subspace is closed and consists exactly of those
functions for which <f, e >= 0 for all n < 0.

• The above representation gives us an isometric isomorphism between
L2(H) and 12(Z; H) that maps H2(H) onto l2(Z; H).

Definition 11 For r > 0 we define L to be the space of functions such that
f(r.) E L2 and H to be the space of functions such that f(r.) E H2.

Definition 12 Let W be a Banach space. We denote L°°(W) for the space
of (equivalence classes of) essentially bounded functions from the unit circle
to W and H(W) for the space of functions holomorpic on the open unit
disc with the property that

sup 111 (z)II <00.
Izkl

The space L can be shown to be a Banach space. It can also be shown
that for every f e H limr,l f(re10) exists for almost all 9 E [0, 2ir) and the
resulting function is in L°°. This map from H°° to L°° is injective and H
can thus be seen as a subspace of L°°. This subspace is closed.
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Definition 13 For r > 0 we define L° to be the space of functions such
that f(r.) E L and H° to be the space of functions such that f(r.) e H°°.
Further we define H to be the union over all r E (0, 1] of H°.

The above representation of L2 functions leads to the following concept:

Definition 14 (Z-transform) The Z-transform ii or Zh of h : Z -4 H is
defined as

ii(z) := >hjz3
jEZ

for those z for which the sum converges absolutely.

We now study how the maps B, t and D 'transform' under the Z-transform.

Definition 15 Let (A, B, t, D) E Wp1S,. with generating operators (A, B, C, D).
We define for z < 1/r(A) (here r(A) is the spectral radius of A)

(z) := z(I — zA)'B = (I — A)B =

(z) := C(I — zA)' = C(I — A)' = CAkzc

(z) := D + Cz(I - zA)'B = D + C(I — A1B =

D + CAkBzk+l = D + (z)Bz = D + C(z).

\Vith these definitions we have Bru = Bü, tx = x and Du = DÜ on D11
(the disc of radius 1/r centered at the origin) for all x E X and u E l(Z, U).

The map is an element Of Hr(L(U, Y)) and is called the transfer func-
tion of the system. We shall often write Hr(U, Y) instead of Hr(I(U, Y)).
The map D from tic(U, Y) to Hr(U, Y) is an isometric isomorphism.

The stability properties of the system translate to the frequency domain
as follows. The system is input stable if B*(I — zA*)_lx E H2(U) for all
x E X. The system is output stable if C(I — zA)x E H2(Y) for all
x X. The system is input-output stable if D E H°°(U, Y). These stability
properties lead to the following definition.

Definition 16 Let X, H be Hubert spaces. With HT,9(X, H) we denote
the space of £(X, H) valued functions T such that T(.)x E H2(H) for all
x E X.
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We will later need the following lemmas.

Lemma 17 For all 0 <r < 1 HT,9(X, H) is a subset of H°(X, H).

Proof Let T E Htrg. A function in Htrong is holomorphic on the open
unit disc, we thus only have to prove that T is bounded on a disc of radius
r for every r E (0, 1). Since a holomorphic function is continuous and the
closed disc of radius r is compact T is bounded on this closed disc and thus
on the open disc of radius r. 0

Lemma 18 A function that is an element of both Htrg and L°° is an
element of H°°.

Proof Let T E n L°°. Then T is analytic on the open unit disc and
bounded on the unit circle. This implies that T is analytic on the open unit
disc and bounded on the closed unit disc. 0

More on the spaces L2, H2, L°°, H°° can be found in Rosenbium and Rovnyak
[11] and Hoffman [2]. More on the use of these spaces in the theory of well-
posed linear systems can be found in [7] and [12].
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Chapter 3

Riccati equations

To a well-posed linear system we can associate the following equations

AP(I + C*RCP)A*p - P + BSB* =0, (3.1)

where

A := A- (BD* +APC*)(R+CPC*yC R := I+DD S := I+D*D.

This equation is called the Filter Algebraic Riccati Equation (FARE) of the
system. The following equation is called the Control Algebraic Riccati Equa-
tion (CARE) of the system

A(I + QBSB*)QAQ - Q + CRC =0, (3.2)

where
AQ := A - B(S + B*QB)(D*C + B*QA).

The topic of this Chapter is the properties of the nonnegative solutions P
and Q of these equations.

Throughout this Chapter (A, B, C, D) will be the generating operators of
a well-posed linear system and R := I + DD* and S := I + D*D.

3.1 Existence of inverses
In the rest of this thesis we take inverses of operators without explicitly
verifying that these exist, but the reader can easily check that they do using
the following Lemma.

Lemma 19 If E and F are nonnegative operators on a Hubert space I+EF
is boundedly invertible.
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Proof \Ve use the well-known fact that for bounded linear operators S and T
the operators ST and TS have the same spectrum. Thus EF and /F/E
have the same spectrum. Since is nonnegative -1 is not in its spec-
trum and thus not in the spectrum of EF. That is: I + EF is boundedly
invertible. D

3.2 Some algebraic relations
Lemma 20 Let P and Q be nonnegative operators. We recall that

A - (BD* + APCt)(R + CPC)'C (3.3)

AQ := A - B(S + B*QB)(D*C + B*QA) (3.4)

and define
A := A — BS1D*C. (35)

Then
Ap(I + PC*RC) = A = (I + BSB*Q)AQ (3.6)

AQ = (I + BS1BQ)'Ap(I + PC*R_1C) (3.7)

= (I + BS_1B*Q)AQ(I + PC*R_1C)_l. (3.8)

Proof \Ve prove that A(I + PC*R_1C) = A. The equality A = (I +
BSB*Q)AQ is proven similarly. By writing out A in full we write A(I+
PC*RC) as

A(I + PC*R1C) - (BD* + APC)(R + CPC'C(I + PC*RC),
which is equal to

A(I + PC*RC) - (BD* + APC*)(R + CPC*)(R + CPC*)RC,

which is equal to

A + APC*RC - (BD* + APC*)RC = A - BD*RC = A - BS'DC,
since D*R_l = S1D*. This completes the proof of (3.6). Equations (3.7)
and (3.8) easily follow from (3.6) and Lemma 19 that guaranties the existence
of the given inverses. 0

Note that in the above Lemma we have not assumed that P and Q are
solutions of the Riccati equations.
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Proposition 21 Let P and Q be nonnegative solutions of the Riccati equa-
tions of (A, B, C, D) and define A and AQ by (3.3) and (8.). Then

(I + PQ)AQ Ap(I + PQ).

Proof We use the FARE (3.1) to write

P = AAIP(I + CR'CP)A + BS'B,

which leads to

I + PQ = I + AP(I + C*RCP)APQ + BSB*Q

and so

(I + PQ)AQ = (I + BSB*Q)AQ + AP(I + CtRCP)A*pQAQ.

\Ve use (3.7) to write the right-hand side as

Ap(I + PC*RC) + ApP(I + C*RCP)A*pQAQ.

Rearranging gives

A + ApP[C*RC + (I + C*RCP)A*pQAQ]

and using (3.7) again we obtain

A + ApP[C*RC + A(I + QBS'B)QAQ].

According to the CARE (3.2) the term in square brackets equals Q. So the
above is equal to Ap(I + PQ). 0

3.3 Equivalent versions of the Riccati equa-
tions

Lemma 22 1. P is a nonnegative solution of (8.1) if it is a nonnegative
solution of

AP(I + C*RCP)A* — P + BS'B =0, (3.9)

where A is defined by (3.5).
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2. P is a nonnegative solution of (3.1) if it is a nonnegative solution of

APA* - P + BBt = (APCS + BD*)(R + CPC*)(CPA* + DB*).
(3.10)

3. Q is a nonnegative solution of (3.2) if it is a nonnegative solution of

AtQ(I + BS'BQ)'A — Q + CR1C =0, (3.11)

where A is defined by (3.5).

4. Q is a nonnegative solution of (3.2) if it is a nonnegative solution of

A*QA - Q + CC = (CD + A*QB)(S + B*QB)1(B*QA + D'C).
(3.12)

Proof We shall prove the equivalence of the filter equations; the equivalence
of the control equations is similar.
1. The equations (3.1) and (3.9) are equivalent if the following holds

AP(I + C*RCP)A* = AP(I + C*RCP)A*P. (3.13)

\Ve use Lemma 20 (which tells us that A = Ap(I + PC*R_lC)) to write the
left-hand side of equation (3.13) as

Ap(I + PC*RC)P(I + C*RCP)(I + C*R1CP)A,,

which is indeed equal to the right-hand side of equation (3.13).
2. To prove the equivalence of (3.1) and (3.10) we substitute in (3.1) for
A from (3.3) and for (I + C*R_lCP)A, we substitute A* (using (3.6)) and
then substitute (3.5) for A. We then get

(A_(BD* +APC*)(R+CPC*Y1C)P(A* _C*DSB*)_P+BSB* =0.

Rewriting this gives

APAt - P + BBt — (BD* + APC*)(R + CPC*).CP 4*

_(BD* + APC*)(R + CPC*)CPC*DSB* + APC*DS1B*

_BSB* + BB*.

We now focus on the last two lines of this last equation. We note that
I — S = D*DS_l and we can thus rewrite these last two lines as

_(BD*+APC*)(R+CPC*)CPC*DSB*+APC*DSB*+BD*DSB*
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and this can be rewritten as

(BD + APC*)(R + CPC*)[_CPC* + R + CPC*]DSB*.
Noting that RDS' = D we see that this is equal to

(BD* + APCt)(R + CPC*)DB*.

This completes the proof of the equivalence of (3.1) and (3.10) 0

3.4 Similarity transformations
Proposition 23 Let (A, B, C, D) be a system with nonnegative solutions of
its Riccati equations P and Q and let 1 be an invertible operator on the state
space. Then (A,B,C,D) := (VAV—',VB,CV-',D) has the same transfer
function and P 1 PV* and Q := V_*QV_l are solutions of the Riccati
equations corresponding to this new realization.

Proof The transfer function of (A, ., O, 13) is

- A* + 13= CV1eI - VAV'Y'VB + D

= CV'[V(I - A)V']'VB + D = CV'[V(I - A)'V']VB + D

= C(I - A)'B + D,

which is the transfer function of (A, B, C, D). That proves the first part of
the Proposition. For the second part we use the version (3.10) of the FARE.
\Ve want to show that

APAa - P + = (APC* + b*)(R + OPO*)(OPA* +

which is equivalent to

V 41 VPV*V*A*V*_VPV*+VBB*V* = (VAVVPV*V*C*+VBD*)

(R + CVVPV*VtC*)(CVVPV*V*A*V* + DB*V*)
and this is is equivalent to

V[APA* - P+BB*]V* = V(APC* +BD*)(R+CPC*)(CPA* +DB*)V*.

Finally, the last expression is true because P is a solution of the FARE of
(A, B, C, D). The proof for the CARE is similar. 0
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3.5 Sufficient conditions for existence of so-
lutions

In the next definitions the '-' stands for an unimportant entry, [a, fi] is a row
vector of operators and [a; fi] is a column vector of operators.

Definition 24 (output stabilizable) A system (A, B, C, D) is called out-
put stabilizable if there exists an operator F E £(X, U) such that (A +
BF, —, [F; C + DFJ, —) is output stable.

Definition 25 (input stabilizable) A system (A, B, C, D) is called input
stabilizable if there exists an operator L e £(Y, X) such that (A+LC, [L, B+
LD], —, —) is input stable.

Proposition 26 If a system is output stabilizable then there exists a non-
negative solution of its CARE.

Proof The proof is outlined in exercise 6.34 of Curtain and Zwart [1]. 0

The dual result is.

Proposition 27 If a system is input stabilizable then there exists a nonneg-
ative solution of its FARE.
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Chapter 4

Factorizations

In this Chapter we study the concept of a factor of a tic operator.

Definition 28 (Factor) An operator [931; 91] E tic(U, U x Y) is called a
right factor of an operator 1) E tic(U, Y) if 931 has an inverse in tic(U)
and D = 931i. An operator [9)1, 91] E tic(Y x U, Y) is called a left factor of
an operator D E tic(U, Y) if 931 has an inverse in tic(Y) and ) =

We can translate the above concepts to the frequency domain:

Definition 29 (Factor) A function [M; N] E H(U, U x Y) is called a
right factor of a function G E H(U, Y) if M has an inverse in H(U) and
G = NM-1. A function [M,N] E H(Y x U, Y) is called a left factor of a
function G in H(U, Y) if M has an inverse in H(Y) and G = M'N.

4.1 Normalized factorizations
Definition 30 (Inner and co-inner) An operator E tic(U, Y) is called
inner if D*J = I and co-inner jf3Y3Y = J

The frequency domain equivalent is as follows.

Definition 31 (Inner and co-inner) A function G E H°°(U, Y) is called
inner if G(z)*G(z) = I for almost all z on the unit circle and co-inner if
G(z)G(z)* = I for almost all z on the unit circle.

We now derive some useful properties of realizations of inner tic operators.

Lemma 32 Suppose that (A, B, C, D) is an approximately controllable and
output stable realization of the inner tic operator . Let Lc be its observ-
ability gramian. Then
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BL cA + D*C =0. (4.1)

Proof We have

= 7+D*7r+7r since It = lr+Thr
= +*(+ + )r since lr*7r_ = 0
= since + ir = I
= lr+7r since is inner
=0

This last equality comes from the fact that and 1r are projections on
spaces that are each others orthogonal complements. So we have that

= 0 and hence B*Q*D7r+ = 0. Since the system is approximately
controllable (see Definition 5) this implies that Thr = 0, which in turn
implies that 0. In particular, (t) = (ir*t)o = 0. Translated
in terms of the generating operators this is

B*A*iC*CAi+l + D*C =0.

From Lemma 9 the left-hand side of this equation equals B*LcA + D*C and
so we have proven (4.1). D

Lemma 33 Suppose that (A, B, C, D) is an output stable realization of the
inner tic operator . Let L be its observability gramian. Then

B*LCB + D*D = I. (4.2)

Proof Let u e 12(7L; U) be arbitrary. Then using Definition 8 we have

Un = (J*3u) = >B*A*iC*(Ju)n+j+l + D*(u)

= >B*A*iC*(>CAiBufl+j_j + Du++1) + D*(>CAIBufl_j_l + Dun)

= B*AC* CABun+j_i+> B*A*i C*Du+,+i+ > D*CAlBu_1_i
j=O j=O i0
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+ j B*AtiCtCAiBu + D*DU.

The coefficient of u in this last expression is:

B*A*jC*CAjB + D*D = B*LCB + DID,

where the last equality follows from the formula for the observability gramian
from Lemma 9. Since u was arbitrary, this coefficient must be the identity
and we have proven (4.2). 0

Similar Lemmas hold for co-inner operators. Since the proofs are similar
we shall omit them.

Lemma 34 Suppose that (A, B, C, D) is an approximately observable and
input stable realization of the co-inner tic operator . Let LB be its control-
lability gramian. Then

CLBA + DB* =0. (4.3)

Lemma 35 Suppose that (A, B, C, D) is an input stable realization of the
co-inner tic operator D. Let LB be its controllability gramian. Then

CLBCt + DDt = I. (4.4)

Definition 36 (Normalized factor) A left factor is called normalized if it
is co-inner and a right factor is called normalized if it is inner.

Proposition 37 Suppose that (A, B, C, D) is an approximately controllable
and output stable realization of a normalized right factor. Let L be its
observability gramian. Then the following identities hold

B*LCA+D*C_0 (45)

B*LCB + DD = I. (4.6)

Proposition 38 Suppose that (A, B, C, D) is an approximately observable
and input stable realization of a normalized left factor. Let LB be its control-
lability gramian. Then the following identities hold

CLBA1 + DB1 — 0 (4 7)

CLBC + DD* = I. (4.8)
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4.2 Coprime factorizations
Lemma 39 A tic operator D that is inner and has a left inverse in tic has
a Hankel operator with norm strictly smaller than one.

Proof We first prove that an inner operator has norm one

IIII = sup <Dx,Dx >= sup <D*Dx,x >= sup <x,x > 1.
x:IIxII=1 x:JIxII=1 x:IIxII=1

This implies that the Hankel operator of has norm smaller than or equal
to one

IIirirI � IIirIIMIIIIirII = 1.

\Ve shall now show that the norm of the Hankel operator cannot be equal to
one. Suppose it is. Then there exists a sequence u,, with norm one such that
I

+jfl —* 1. This implies that 7ru cannot be zero for large n and we
can thus assume that u = 7ru for all n (omit the first terms if necessary and
replace u, by 7ru/II7ruII). Define g g+

: g; := 7rgn.
Then

IIgII2 + IIg;112 = IIgII2 = II_uII2 � IIDII2IIPI2IIuII2 = 1

and since flg = II7rThruII —* 1 we have IIg;II — 0. We now use that
has a left inverse in tic, call this left inverse X. We have

iru = XThru Xg = Xg + Xg.

Using the fact that X is causal we obtain

<7Un,Xg >=< ufl,lr_Xlr+gI,, > 0.

So
0 =< iru, Xg >=< 7ru, iru — Xg >=

<7ru,7ru > — <iru,Xg >— 1,

since iru = u,, u has norm one, g; —* 0 and X is continuous. This is a
contradiction. So the norm of the Hankel operator must be strictly smaller
than one. D

\Ve have the following dual result. Since the proof is similar, we shall omit
it.

Lemma 40 A tic operator D that is co-inner and has a right inverse in tic
has a Hankel operator with norm strictly smaller than one.
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Definition 41 (Coprime) Two operators 931 E tic(U, Z) and 91 E tic(U, Y)
are called right coprime if [93?; 91] has a left inverse in tic(Z x Y, U). Two
operators 931 E tic(Z, Y) and 91 E tic(U, Y) are called left coprime if [931, 91]
has a right inverse in tic(Y, Z x U).

These concepts translate to frequency domain as follows.

Definition 42 (Coprime) Two functionsM E H°°(U,Z) andN E H°°(U,Y)
are called right coprime if [M; N]has a left inverse in H°°(Z x Y, U). Two
functions M E H(Z,Y) and N E H(U,Y) are called left coprime if
[M, N] has a right inverse in H°°(Y, Z x U).

Definition 43 (Coprime factors) A right factor [931; 91] is called coprrne
if 931 and 91 are right coprime. A left factor[931, 91] is called coprime if 93?
and 91 are left coprime.

The next two Lemmas are special cases of the previous two Lemmas.

Lemma 44 The Hankel operator of a normalized right coprime factor has
norm stricly smaller than one.

Lemma 45 The Hankel operator of a normalized left coprime factor has
norm stricly smaller than one.

Lemma 46 Consider a system with gramians LB and Lc and Hankel opera-
tor I' = . Then the spectral radius r(LBLC) of LBLC satisfies r(LBLC) =
11r112.

Proof For an operator T we have 11TH2 = IIT*TII = r(T*T) and hence we
have 11F112 = r(**e!B). For operators S and T we have r(ST) = r(TS)
and thus we have: II[II2 = r(!&S*t*) = r(LBLC). 0

A direct consequence of Lemmas 44-46 are the following results.

Proposition 47 A realization of a normalized right coprime factor with
gramians LB and Lc has the property that I — LBLC is boundedly invert-
ible.

Proposition 48 A realization of a normalized left Co prime factor with grami-
ans LB and L has the property that I — LBLC is boundedly invertible.
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4.3 Factorizations with compact Hankel
Lemma 49 Let (A, B, Q2, ) E wpls with Hankel operator F and gramians
LB and Lc. if i—Fr'1 is injective and the system is approximately observable,
then I — LBLC is injective.

Proof We have

— LBLC) = Q:(I — = (I — :'B1c)tt (I — FF1)Q.

Suppose (I — LBLC)X = 0, then (I — FF1)x = 0 according to the above.
Since both (I — Fr1) and Q are injective by assumption we have x = 0. 0

Lemma 50 Let (A, S, , D) E wpls with Hankel operator F and gramians
LB and Lc. Assume that F is compact, I_IT* is boundedly invertible and the
system is approximately observable. Then I — LBLC is boundedly invertible.

Proof According to the previous Lemma I — LBLC is injective. That is, one
is not in the point spectrum of LBLC. Since LBLC = =
we have that LBLC is compact. Since for compact operators the spectrum
is contained in the union of the point spectrum and zero, one is not in the
spectrum of LBLC. Thus I — LBLC is boundedly invertible. 0

\Ve have the following dual Lemmas.

Lemma 51 Let (A, , t, D) E wpls with Hankel operator F and gramians
LB and L. If I — F1F is injective and the system is approximately control-
lable, then I — LCLB is injective.

Lemma 52 Let (A, , Q, D) e wpls with Hankel operator F and gramians
LB and Lc. If F is compact, I — F1F is boundedly invertible and the system
is approximately controllable, then I — LBLC is boundedly invertible.

Proposition 53 Suppose has a normalized left factor with compact Han-
kel operator F and such that I — Fr'1 is boundedly invertible. Then for every
approximately observable realization of this factor I — LBLC is boundedly
invertible, where LB and L are the gramians of this realization.

Proposition 54 Suppose has a normalized right factor with compact Han-
kel operator F and such that i — F1F is boundedly invertible. Then for every
approximately controllable realization of this factor i — LBLC is boundedly
invertible, where LB and L are the gramians of this realization.
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Chapter 5

Factor systems

In this Chapter we prove that we can construct a realization of a transfer
function if we are given a realization of a left or right factor. We will also
study the relation between the Lyapunov equations of the factor system and
the Riccati equations of this realization.

5.1 Realizations
If we are given a realization of a left factor [M, N] we can construct a real-
ization of G := M'N. To prove this we first need three Lemmas.

Lemma 55 If G is invertible in H its feedthrough operator is invertible.

Proof By the definition of transfer function we have G(z) = D + Cz(I —
zA)'B. From this it is clear that D = G(O). Since G is invertible we have
G'(z)G(z) = I = G(z)G'(z) for all z in some disc centered at the origin
and thus in particular G'(O)G(O) = I = G(O)G'(O). So we have that the
feedthrough operator of G is invertible (and its inverse is the feedthrough
operator of G'). 0

Lemma 56 If G is a transfer function with an invertible feedthrough opera-
tor then G is invertible. If G has the realization (A, B, C,D) then a realiza-
tion of G' is given by A := A — BD'C,B := BD',C —D'C,D :=
D1.
Proof We prove that (C(I — 4)'B + b)(C(I — A)'B + D) = I. The
reverse identity is similar. We start with

(O(I — Ay'E + .b)(C(I — A)'B + D)
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and multiply out to obtain

- A)-'C(I - A)'B + C(I - A)-'D + — A)'B + DD.

Substituting B = BD' in the second term, DC = D'C = —Ô in the third
term and D = D' in the fourth term yields

C(i — A)-'Bc(..I — A)'B + C(I — A)'B — — A)'B + I.

Next we factor C(I — A)' from the left and (I — A)—'B from the right
to obtain

— A)-'[.c + (I — A) — (I — A)](I — A)'B + I.

Since the term in square brackets is zero, this completes the proof. 0

Lemma 57 Let (A, [Ba, B2], C, [A D2]) _be a system with output space Y
and input space U := Y x U and let [M, N] be its transfer function. If M is
invertible over tic then D1 is invertible and

A := A-ñ,t' B := B2-B1D1D2 C := Dj'C D := Dj'D2 (5.1)

is a realization of G :=

Proof We have to prove that A1'(z)JJ(z) = C(I — A)'B + D. We start
by writing out the left-hand side

AI'(z)IJ(z) = [bj' — ñj'Ô(I — A)'B1Dj'][D2 + C(!I — Ay'E2]

and multiply out to obtain

D1D2 — bj'O(I — A)'E,bj'132 + b'(I — A)-'E2

—bj'(I — Ay'B1Dj'C(I —

Now factoring '(I — A)' from the left and (I — A)'2 from the
right in the last two terms yields

D1D2 — D1C(hJ — A)'B1Dj'D2
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+b_lã(hJ — Ay'[(I — A) — ñ1bj11](I — A)-'2.

We note that the term in square brackets equals (I — A) and we simplify
to obtain

D1'D2 + DjC(I — A)'(B2 B1D1D2),

which is equal to D + C(I — A)B. 0

The previous lemma gives us the following result.

Proposition 58_ Let [M, N] be a left factor of G with realization
(A, [B1, B2], C, [D1, D2]). Then the system given by (5.1) is a realization of
C.

A corresponding result hold for right factors.

Proposition 59 Let [M; NJ be a right factor of G with realization
(A, B, [Ci; C'2], [A; D2]). Then the system

A := A - Ebj'C1 B := Ebj-' C C2 - D2D1 D D2D1

is a realization of G.

5.2 Some equalities
In this section we prove some equalities that we shall need in the next section
to study the relation between the Lyapunov equations of a factor and the
Riccati equations of the realization of the transfer function constructed in
the previous section.

Lemma 60 Let (A, [E', B2J, C, [b1, D2]) be a system with output space Y
and input space U := Y x U. Assume that D1 is invertible and define the
system (A, B, C, D) by (5.1). Further assume that there exists a nonnegative
operator X that satisfies

fr+AxO* =0.

We then have the following equalities

1 B1R = _(BD* + AxC)

2 A = A - (BD + AXC*)(R + CXC*)C

3. BB* = BS.B* + Axc*RlcxA*
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. AxA - x + = Ax(I + C*RCX)A - X + BSB*,
where we denote R := I + DD and S := I + D*D.

Proof 1. \Ve prove the first equality. With the equation for X and 5.1 we
obtain

B1D1 + B2D2 + AXC*l3 =
So

B1 = _B2D* - AXc = -(B + B1D)D* - AXC*

and this yields

B1R = E1(I + DD*) = _BD* - AXC.
2. We now turn to the second equality. We take the first equality and
substitute A = A + B1C to obtain

B1R = _(BD* + (A + E1C)XC*).

So
+ CXC*) = -BDt - AXC

or equivalently

= _(BD* + AXC*)(R + CXC*).

So now we obtain

A = A + = A - (BDt + AXC1)(R + CXC*)C.

3. \Ve prove the third equality. Now

EE* = B1B1 + B2B2

and substituting for B2 from (5.1) gives

B1B + (B + B1D)(B + B1D) = B1RB + BB* + BDtB + B1DB*.

Next substituting for B1 from the first equality yields

(BD* + Axc*)R(DB* + c*xA*) + BB*

_BD*R(DB* + C*XA*) - (BD* + AXC*)R1DB*

and cancelling and noting that I — D*R_1D = S gives the result.
4. And finally the fourth equality. We use the third equality to write the
left-hand side as

AxA* - X + BSB* + Axc*ircxA*
which is equal to the right-hand side. 0
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Lemma 61 Let (A, [B1, B2], C, [A, D2]) be a system with output space Y
and input space U := Y x U. Assume that D1 is invertible and define the
system (A, B, C, D) by (5.1). Further assume that there exists a nonnegative
operator that satisfies

ib' + Ov& I.

Then we have

1. R + CVC* = J3I]3*

2. (I + C*RCV)C*C = C*RC.

Proof 1. We first prove the first equality. The given equation for V translates
to

D1D + DiDD*D + DiCVC*D = I
and multiplying from the left with D1' and from the right with D gives
the result. -

2. The first equality implies that (R + CVC*)_l = DtD1 and so Ct(R +
CVC)'C = C*C. Hence

(I + C*RCV)C*C = (I + C*RCV)C*(R + CVC)'C
= C*(R + CVC*)C + C*RCVC*(R + CVCY'C

C*R[R + CVC*](R + CVC*)C = C*RC,

which is the second equality. 0

5.3 From Lyapunov equations to Riccati equa-
tions

Lemma 62 Suppose that (A, [A, B2], O, [A, D2]) is an approximately ob-
servable and input stable realization of the normalized left factor G = [M, N].
Let LB be the controllability gramian of this realization. Define the system
(A. B, C, D) by (5.1). Then LB is a solution of the FARE of (A, B, C, D).
Moreover,

ALB(I + C*R_1CLB)A* = LB — BS_1B* (5.2)

and
A = A — (BDt + ALBC)(R + CLBC*)C. (5.3)
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Proof Proposition 38 tells us that

13E + CLBA =0.

Lemma 60 with X := LB now tells us that

ALBA* — LB + = ALB(I + C*R_1CLB)A* — LB + BS_1B* (5.4)

and
A = A - (BD* + ALBC*)(R + CLBC*)lC.

The left-hand side of equation (5.4) is zero because LB is a solution of the
control Lyapunov of (A, B, C, D) and so the right-hand side is zero. That is:
LB is a solution of the FARE (3.10) of (A, B, C, D). 0

Lemma 63 Suppose that (A, [, .2], C, [A D2J) is an approximately ob-
servable and input stable realization of the normalized left factor G = [M, N].
Let LB and L be the gramians of this realization. Assume that I — LBLC
is boundedly invertible. Define the system (A, B, C, D) by (5.1) and Q
Lc(I — LBLC)'. Then

(I + BS_IB*Q)(I — LBLC)A = A(I + LBC*R_1C)(I — LBLC). (5.5)

Proof The left-hand side of equation (5.5) is

A — LBLCA + BS_1B*LCA,

which according to (5.2) equals

A — ALB(I + C*R_1CLB)A*LCA.

The observer Lyapunov equation for (A, , , b) tells us that A*LCA =
L — C*C and so the left-hand side of equation (5.5) is equal to

A — ALB(I + C*R!CLB)(LC — O*O)

= A — ALB(I + C*R!CLB)LC + ALB(I + C*RCLB)O*O.
From Proposition 38 we know that DD* + CLBC* = I. So Lemma 61 part
2 with V = LB is applicable and hence the left-hand side of equation (5.5)
is equal to

A — ALB(I + CR1CLB)LC + ALBC*RLC.
And this is equal to the right-hand side of equation (5.5). 0
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Lemma 64 Suppose that (A, [B1, B2], C, [b, D2]) is an approximately ob-
servable and input stable realization of the normalized left factor G = [M, N].
Let LB and L be the gramians of this realization. Assume that I — LBLC
is boundedly invertible. Define the system (A, B, C, D) by (5.1) and Q :=
LC(I—LBLC)'. Then Q is a solution of the CARE of the system (A, B, C, D).

Proof We first note that according to Lemma 62 and equation (5.3) that
A = A where A is defined by equation (3.3) with P = LB. We define AQ
by (3.4). Lemma 20 tells us that

AQ (I + BS_1B*Q)_1A(I + LBCR1C). (5.6)

Now Lemma 63 tells us that

A (I — LBLC)'AQ(I — LBLC). (5.7)

We are now in a position to prove the lemma. We start with the observer
Lyapunov equation for (A, B, C, D)

A*LCA_Lc+O*O=o

and substitute A* = (I + CR'CLB)'A(I + QBS_1B*) from (5.6) and
A = (I — LBLC)'AQ(I — LBLC) from (5.7) to give

(I + C*R_lCLB)_lA(I + QBS'B)Lc(I — LBLC)'AQ(I — LBLC)

_Lc+C*C—0.

\Ve multipy by (I + C*R_1CLB) from the left and by (I — LBLC)' from the
right to give

A(I + QBS'B)QAQ - (I + C*RCLB)Q

+(I + C*R_1CLB)C*C(I — LBLC)' =0.

According to part 2 of Lemma 61 with V := LB (we know from the proof of
the previous lemma that the assumptions of Lemma 61 are satisfied) this is
equivalent to

A(I + QBS_1B*)QAQ — (I + C*R1CLB)Q + C*RC(I — LBLC)' =0

and this is equivalent to

A(I + QBSB*)QAQ — Q — C*RCLBQ + C*RC(I — LBLC)' =0,
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which is equivalent to

A(I + QBS_1B*)QAQ — Q + CR'C[I — LBLC](I — LBLC)' 0.

This is equivalent to

A(I + QBSB*)QAQ - Q + CR'C =0

and this together with the definition of AQ above shows that Q is a solution
of the CARE (3.2) of (A, B, C, D). 0

Combining the results of Proposition 58 and Lemmas 62 and 64 we obtain
the following.

Proposition 65 Suppose that (A, [i' E2], a, [15', D2]) is an approximately
observable and input stable realization of the normalized left factor G =
[M, N]. Let LB and Lc be the gramians of this realization. Assume that
I — LBLC is boundedly invertible. Define

A := A - E115j'ã B := B2 - B,D1D2 C := b'O D := Dj'D2

andQ := Lc(I—LBLC)'. Then (A,B,C,D) is a realization of M'JJ, LB
is a solution of the FARE of (A, B, C, D) and Q is a solution of the CARE
of(A,B,C,D).

A similar result holds for right factors.

Proposition 66 Suppose that (A, B, [O,; C2], [A; D2]) is an approximately
controllable and output stable realization of the normalized right factor G =
[M; N]. Let LB and L be the gramians of this realization. Assume that
I — LCLB is boundedly invertible. Define

A := A - b'O1 B := E15j' C := C2 - D2D1 D := D2D1

and P := LB(I — LCLB)'. Then (A, B, C, D) is a realization of NM-', P
is a solution of the FARE of (A, B, C, D) and Lc is a solution of the CARE
of(A,B,C,D).
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Chapter 6

LQG-balancing

Definition 67 (LQG-balanced realization) A realization of a transfer
function is said to be LQG-balanced if there exists a nonnegative operator
that is a solution of both the CARE and the FARE of this realization.

The following Lemma is due to Young [13].

Lemma 68 Let C E H°°. Then there exists an approximately controllable
and approximately observable input and output stable realization of G that
has equal gramians.

\Ve now state and prove the first of our two main results.

Theorem 69 Let C E H be such that one of the following four conditions
holds

1. C has a normalized left coprime factor.

2. G has a normalized right coprime factor.

3. G has a normalized left factor with compact Hankel F such that I —
is boundedly invertible.

. C has a normalized right factor with compact Hankelf such that I_JT*[
is boundedly invertible.

Then G has a LQC-balanced realization.

Proof We only prove the theorem for left factors since the proof for right
factors is similar. According to Proposition 48 (for condition one) or Propo-
sition 53 (for condition three) the assumptions of Proposition 65 are satisfied.
According to Lemma 68 we can take LB = L in this proposition. We then
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obtain a realization of G with solution of the FARE LB and solution of the
CARE LB(I — L)1. We use Lemma 23 with V (I — L)'/4 to obtain
another realization of G for which L(I — L)'/2 is a solution of both the
FARE and the CARE. 0
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Chapter 7

The closed-loop system

In this chapter we study systems that have a solution to either Riccati equa-
tion. \Ve associate a new system called the closed-loop system to this system.
We show that this closed-loop system is a realization of a factor of the trans-
fer function of the original system. We shall also prove that there is a relation
between the Riccati equations of the original system and the Lyapunov equa-
tions of the closed-loop system.

7.1 The linear quadratic regulator problem
One of the most famous problems in control is the following: Given a well-
posed linear system define for x0 E X and u E 12(Z+, U) the sequences x and
y by x, := Ax0 + r'u and y := Qx + u. Define

J(u,xo) := uII2 + Hy112

where the norms are the 12 norms. The linear quadratic regulator problem is:
for a given x0 find the u that minimizes J.

Remark Usually the sequences x and y are defined by xH..i = Ax +
Bun, y = Cx, + Dun, it can be shown that this is equivalent to the definition
above.

It can be shown (see Chapter 6 in Curtain & Zwart [1]) that if the sys-
tem is output stabilizable the CARE of the system has a minimal solution
Q and there exists a unique minimizing input u. This unique minimizing
input is given by u := Ft where F := _(S+B*QB)_l(D*C+B*QA) and

is defined by n+1 = + Bu, = xo. The cost function J satisfies
J(xo,ü) =< xo,Qxo>.
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It will turn out to be important to consider a new system defined by
taking u := ii + 11_"2ü where W := S + B*QB and ii is the new input and
taking the new output [u; y}. To obtain the generating operators of this
new system we simply substitute these equations in the difference equations

= Ax + Bun, y, = Cx,, + Dun. This leads to

= A + Bu = (A + BF)± + BW"2ü

= [u; y] = [F; C + DFJ + [W"2; DW'/2JÜ,
that is, the generating operators of this new system are
(A+BF, BW—"2, [F; C+DF], [W'/2; DW—1/2}). This leads to the following
definition.

Definition 70 (CARE closed-loop system) Let (A, B, C, D) be a sys-
tem that has a solution of its CARE Q. Define the system (AQ, BQ, CQ, DQ)
by

AQ := A + BF BQ := BW"2 CQ := [F;C + DF] DQ := [I; D]1V"2
(7.1)

where

ii' := S+ B*QB S =1 + D*D F := W'(DC + B*QA).

The system (AQ, BQ, CQ, DQ) is called the CARE closed-loop system associ-
ated with (A, B, C, D) and Q.

The dual concept is the following.

Definition 71 (FARE closed-loop system) Let (A, B, C, D) be a system
that has a solution of its FARE P. Define the system (Ap, B, Cp, Dp) by

A := A + TC B := [T, B + TD] := Z1/2C D := Z'/2[I, D]
(7.2)

where

Z := R + CPC R =1 + DD* T := _(BD* + APC*)Z.

The system (Ar, B, C, Dp) is called the FARE closed loop system associ-
ated with (A, B, C, D) and P.

Remark Note that the definitions of A and AQ given above are consistent
with the definitions (3.3) and (3.4) given earlier.

The topic of this chapter is the study of these closed-loop systems.
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7.2 From Riccati equations to Lyapunov equa-
tions

Lemma 72 Suppose that the FARE of the system (A, B, C, D) has a solution
P. Let (Ap, B, Cp, Dp) be its FARE closed-loop system. Then

A = A—B,1DC B = B,2—B,1DD,2 C = D = DjDp,2

and
BED, + APC, = 0 CAT,PC, + DD =

The proof is elementary: for the first four equalities just write out the right-
hand sides and check that they are equal to the left-hand sides and for the
last two equalities just write out the left-hand sides.

Proposition 73 Suppose that the FARE of the system (A, B, C, D) has a
solution P. Let (Ap, B, Cp, Dp) be its FARE closed-loop system. Then P
is a solution of the control Lyapunov equation of (Ap, B, Cp, Dr).

Proof According to the previous Lemma the assumptions of Lemma 60 with
(A, B, C, D) := (Ap, B, Cp, Dp) are satisfied and thus (with X := P)

APA, - P + BB ApP(I + C*RCP)Ap - P + BS'B. (7.3)

Since P is a solution of the FARE the right-hand side of (7.3) is zero and thus
the left-hand side is zero. That is: P is a solution of the control Lyapunov
equation of (As, B, Cp, Dp). D

Proposition 74 Suppose that the FARE of the system (A, B, C, D) has a so-
lution P and the CARE of this system has a solution Q. Let (Ap, B, Cp, Dp)
be its FARE closed-loop system. Then Q(I + PQ)' is a solution of the ob-
server Lyapunov equation of (Ap, B, Cp, Dp).

Proof We start with the expression that we want to be equal to zero

A*pQ(I + PQ)'Ap - Q(I + PQ)1 + C0Cp,

sustitute A = (I + C*R_lCP)_lA(I + QBS_IB*) (this equality comes
from Lemma 20) and (I + PQ)'Ap = AQ(I + PQ)—' (this equality comes
from Lemma 21) to yield

= +C,Cp
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= (I + C*RCP)[A(I + QBS1B*)QAQ_

(I + C*RCP)Q + (I + CR1CP)C0Cp(J + PQ)1(I + PQ)'.
\Ve now apply Lemma 61 with V := P (according to Lemma 72 the assump-
tions are satified) to give

= (I + C*RCP)[A(I + QBSB*)QAQ_

Q - C*RCPQ + C*RC(I + PQ)J(I + PQ)',
the term C*R_1CPQ cancels out and the term in square brackets according
to the CARE equals zero. Thus 4 = 0 and this proves that Q(I + PQ)—' is
a solution of the observer Lyapunov equation of (Ap, B, Cp, Dp). 0

7.3 Stability of the closed-loop system
In this section we shall prove that the CARE closed-loop system is output
stable and input-output stable and that the FARE closed-loop system is
input stable and input-output stable.

Proposition 75 Suppose that the CARE of the system (A, B, C, D) has a
solution Q. Then its CARE closed-loop system (AQ, BQ, CQ, DQ) is output
stable.

Proof \Ve wish to prove that the norm of Qr as an operator from X to
12(Z; U) is bounded. Let xo E X and let ü be the optimal input of the linear
quadratic regulator problem associated with the system (A, B, C, D); define

to be the corresponding state and to be the corresponding output. Then

IRQxOII2 = IIC A'x 112 = IICIl2 = >IIFfI2+II(G+DF)Il2

=
lIuII2 + JIII2 = J(xo,fl) =< Qxo,xo>.

We now take the supremum over all x0 with norm one on both sides of this
expession to obtain JI'tQII = jjf. Thus is a bounded linear operator
from X to 12(Z; U) 0

The dual result is:
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Proposition 76 Suppose that the FARE of the system (A, B, C, D) has a
solution P. Then its FARE closed-loop system (Ap, B, Cp, Dp) is output
stable.

Before we prove the input-output stability of the closed ioop systems we first
need a result about the spectra of A, AQ and A. But first we need the
following simple lemma.

Lemma 77 If W is invertible and WK = LW then K and L have the same
spectrum and the same point spectrum.

Proof This follows from the following equalities

(Al — K) = W'(AW — WK) = W'(AW — LW) = W'(AI — L)W

0

Lemma 78 Suppose that the CARE of the system (A, B, C, D) has a solu-
tion Q and the FARE of the system has a solution P. Then

1. the spectra of AQ and A are equal,

2. the spectra of AQ and A in the closed unit disc are contained in the
spectrum of A in the closed unit disc.

3. If, in addition, the system (A, B, C, D) is approximately controllable
and approximately observable, then AQ and A have at most contin-
uous spectrum in the closed unit disc and this part of the spectrum is
contained in the continuous spectrum of A.

Proof 1. This follows from the previous lemma and Proposition 21
2. We prove the second part only for AQ since cY(AQ) = a(Ap). We first
note that for all x E X and A e C

II(A — )tI)xII � IRA — AQ)xII + II(AQ — )J)xII � (7.4)

IIB(S + B*QB)_hII(IID*CxII + HB*QAxII) + II(AQ — )tI)xII.

The CARE implies that for every x E X

<(I + QBSB*)QAQx, AQX> — <Qx, x> + < R"2Cx, R"2Cx >= 0

and this implies that for every A in the closed unit disc

<Q(AQ—AI)x, (AQ—AI)x> +A <Qx, (AQ—AI)x > + < (AQ—AI)x,Qx>
(7.5)
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— < QBS1BQAQx,AQx> — <R"2Cx,R"2Cx>.
We write B*QAQ as S(S + B*QB)_lB*QA and the right-hand side of (7.5)
is thus equal to

—IIS"2(S + B*QB)_lB*QAxII2 — 1IR1,#l2CxII2.

We thus have for every x E X and A in the closed unit disc

<Q(AQ—AI)x, (AQ—AI)x > +A < Qx, (AQ—AI)x > + < (A—AI)x, Qx>
(7.6)� —1IS"2(S + B*QB)_1B*QAXII2 — IIR"2CxII2.

Now assume that A in the closed unit disc is an eigenvalue of AQ and that
x is the corresponding eigenvector. Then the left-hand side of (7.6) is zero
and thus the right-hand side is zero and thus B*QAx = 0 and Cx = 0. Then
the right-hand side of (7.4) is zero and this implies that the left-hand side is
zero. That is: A is an eigenvalue of A.

Now assume that A is in the continuous spectrum of AQ and in the closed
unit disc. That is: assume that there exists a sequence x, with norm one such
that H(AQ — AI)xII —* 0. According to (7.6) we then have: B*QAx —÷ 0
and Cx —* 0. This implies that the right-hand side of (7.4) converges to zero
and thus the left-hand side converges to zero. That is: A is in the continous
spectrum of 4.

We now turn to the residual spectrum of AQ. Suppose p is an element
of the closed unit disc and is in the residual spectrum of AQ. Then i is in
the point spectrum of A and thus in the point spectrum of A,. Using this
we can show as above, but using the FARE in stead of the CARE, that j
is in the point spectrum of A*. This implies that p is in the spectrum of A.
2. We only have to show that the point spectrum and the residual spectrum
of AQ in the closed unit disc are empty. Suppose that the point spectrum
of AQ is not empty. Then there exist A in the closed unit disc and x E X
such that AQX = Ax and as above this implies that Ax = Ax and Cx = 0.
Then (tx)k = CAkx = 0 for all k E Z and this contradicts the approximate
observability. Thus the point spectrum of AQ in the closed unit disc is empty.
Similarly we can prove that the residual spectrum of AQ in the closed unit
disc (which is contained in the point spectrum of A in the closed unit disc)
is empty using approximate controllability. 0

Lemma 79 Suppose that the CARE of the system (A, B, C, D) has a solu-
tion Q, the FARE of the system has a solution P, the system is approximately
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controllable and approximately observable and that the continuous spectrum
of A on the unit circle has measure zero. Then its FARE closed-loop system
(As, B, Cp, D) is input-output stable and its transfer function is co-inner.

Proof Let G be the transfer function of (Ap, B, Cp, Dp). According to
Lemma 78 (I — Ap)—' exists for almost all z on the unit circle and we then
have for almost all z on the unit circle

G(z)G(z) = (Dp + Cp(I — A)-'Bp)(D, + B(I — Ap)tCfl.

If we expand this expression we get

DD + DpB,(I — Ap)_*CCp(I — Ap)1BpD

+C(I — Ap)-'BpB,(I — Ap)_*C0.

We use Lemma 72 to write DD, = I — CPLBC, and DpB = —CPLBA
to obtain

I + CP[—LB — LBA*p(I — Ap)_* — (I — Ap)'ApLB

+(I — Ap)-'BB,(I — Ap)_*]C,.

Using the control Lyapunov equation (2.1) we see that the term in square
brackets is zero and we thus have for almost all z on the unit circle

G(z)G(z) = I. (7.7)

This shows that C E L°°. This together with the fact that G E Htrg
(which follows from the output stability) implies that C E H°° (see lemma
18). Equation (7.7) now tells us that G is co-inner. 0

The dual result is:

Proposition 80 Suppose that the CARE of the system (A, B, C, D) has a
solution Q, the FARE of the system has a solution P, the system is approx-
imately controllable and approximately observable and that the continuous
spectrum of A on the unit circle has measure zero. Then its CARE closed-
loop system (AQ, BQ, CQ, DQ) is input-output stable and its transfer function
is inner.
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7.4 Connection with factorization
Lemma 81 Suppose that the CARE of the system (A, B, C, D) has a solu-
tion Q, the FARE of the system has a solution P, the system is approximately
controllable and approximately observable and that the continuous spectrum
of A on the unit circle has measure zero. Then the transfer function of its
FARE closed-loop system (Ap, B, C, Dp) is a normalized left factor of the
transfer function of (A, B, C, D).

Proof Let [M, NJ be the transfer function of the FARE closed-loop system.
Then, according to Lemma 56, M has an inverse in H. According to
Lemma 80 we have [M, N] E H. The relation between (A, B, C, D) and
(Ar, Dp) is the same as in Lemma 57 (according to Lemma 72) and
soG=M'N. 0

The dual result is:

Proposition 82 Suppose that the CARE of the system (A, B, C, D) has a
solution Q, the FARE of the system has a solution P, the system is approx-
imately controllable and approximately observable and that the continuous
spectrum of A on the unit circle has measure zero. Then the transfer func-
tion of its CARE closed-loop system (AQ, BQ, CQ, DQ) is a normalized right
factor of the transfer function of(A,B,C,D).

\Ve now focus our attention on coprime factorizations. We first define the
following concept.

Definition 83 (Pseudo-coprime) Two functionsM E H°°(U,Z) andN E
H°°(U, Y) are called right pseudo-coprime if there exists a p> 0 such that
for all z with IzI < 1

M(z)M(z) + N(z)*N(z) � iI.

If this holds for all z with IzI < r we call M and N right pseudo-coprime
over
Two functions M E H°°(Z, Y) and N e H°°(U, Y) are called left pseudo-
coprime if there exists a a> 0 such that for all z with IzI < 1

M(z)M(z) + JJ(Z)JJ(Z) � i1.

If this holds for all z with IzI <r we call M and N left pseudo-coprime over
Dr.
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Lemma 84 If M and N are right coprime then they are right pseudo-coprime.
If dim U < 00 the converse also holds. If M and N are left coprime then
they are left pseudo-coprime. If dim Y <00 the converse also holds.

Proof See [9] Appendix 3 p.288-298. 0

Coprimeness over Dr is defined as follows: the inverse mentioned in Defi-
nition 42 should be in H°.

Lemma 85 Suppose that the CARE of the system (A, B, C, D) has a solu-
tion Q, the FARE of the system has a solution F, the system is approximately
controllable and approximately observable, the continuous spectrum of A on
the unit circle has measure zero and that the resolvent set of A is dense in
the unit disc. Then the transfer function of the CARE closed-loop system is
right coprime over Dr for every r < 1.

Proof Define [X(z), (z)] to be the transfer function of the system

A :=A+TC 1 :=[B+TD,T] O:= -W112F b:=[W112,O]

where W, F and T are defined by (7.1) and (7.2). Then it is straightforward
to check that

X(z)M(z) — Y(z)N(z) = I for all z in the resolvent set of A. (7.8)

Since the FARE closed-loop system is input stable we have that B* (I —
zA*)_lx E H2 for all x E X and thus in particular for x = Cu, thus B*I —
zA*)_lO* E Htrong and thus (according to Lemma 17) 13(I — zA*)_1C* E

H° for all r < 1. Since g(z) E H° implies g(2)* EH°we have O(I —
zA)B E H° for all r < 1. And thus zC(I — zA)'B = C(I — A)'B E

H for all r< 1. Since i3 E H° for all r < 1 we have [(s),i'(s)] =
D + C(I — A)'B E H° for all r < 1.

We already know that [M; N] E H°° and thus the left-hand side of (7.8)
is analytic (and thus continuous) on the open unit disc. Since the equality
holds for a dense set the equality must hold on the entire open unit disc.
Thus the transfer function [M; N] of the CARE closed-loop system is right
coprime over Dr. 0

Lemma 86 A function G = [M; N] E H°° that satisfies G*G = I every-
where on the unit circle and is right pseudo-coprzme over D for all r < 1 is
right pseudo-coprzme over D1.
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Proof Let u e U with u 0 and define f : D1 - R by f(z) :=<
G(z)G(z)u,u >= G(z)uIl2. Then by the assumptions limrl f(r&°) ex-
ists for all 9 E [0, 2ir) and using the symbol f also for this extension we have
f(z) = lull2 everywhere on the unit circle. Define for 9 e [0,2ir)

6(9) := inf{R E [0,1): Vr with R <r < 1 f(re°) IHI holds}.

This infimum exists since the set is nonempty and bounded from below by
zero. Obviously for all 9 E [0, 2ir) and all r e [6(9), 1] f(r&°) By

continuity f(8(O)e'°) = lljl if 6(0) E (0, 1). Suppose it is not equal to lhjL,
then it must be strictly larger or strictly smaller; if it were strictly larger
there would exist a i E (0, 5(9)) such that f(ie°) > contradicting that
6(9) is the infimum of the set given above; if it where strictly smaller then
there would exist a i E (5(9), 1) such that f(rje°) < contradicting that
f(relO) � I1!jl for all r E (5(9), 1). Now define S := SUPgE[O,2,l) 5(9). Then

for all 9 E [0, 2ir) and all r E [5, 1] f(re'°) llL We now prove that
S < 1. Suppose it is not, then there exists a sequence 0,, E [0, 2ir) such that
6(9,,) —* 1. Since 9,, is bounded it has a convergent subsequence and we can
assume without loss of generality that 9,, is this subsequence and that thus
9,, —*9. Now

11u112
= f(5(9)e°) -* f(e10) = 11u112

which is a contradiction, thus S < 1.
\Ve know that G is right pseudo-coprime over D6, thus there exists a jt > 0

such that GtG � jil on D5. The above shows that G(z)G(z) � I for all
z with S � IzI < 1. Thus if we define ii := min(t, ) then G*G � iii on D1

and C is thus right pseudo-coprime over 1. 0

Proposition 87 Suppose that the system (A, B, C, D) is input and output
stabilizable, approximately controllable and approximately observable, the con-
tinuous spectrum of A on the unit circle is empty and that the resolvent set
of A is dense in the unit disc. Then the transfer function of the CARE
closed-loop system is a normalized right pseudo-coprime factor of the trans-
fer function of the system (A, B, C, D). If in addition dim U <oo then it is
coprime.

Proof We use Lemmas 26 and 27 to conclude that the system (A, B, C, D)
has solutions to both its FARE and its CARE. We conclude from Lemma
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82 that the CARE closed-loop system is a normalized right factor of the
transfer function of the system (A, B, C, D). This leaves just the (pseudo-)
coprimeness to be proven. We combine Lemma 78 and the assumption that
the intersection of the continuous spectrum of A with the unit circle is empty
to conclude that the spectrum of AQ intersected with the unit circle is empty
and that thus G(z)*G(z) = I for all z on the unit circle. We then use Lemmas
85 and 86 to conclude that the transfer function of the CARE closed-loop
system is pseudo-coprime. The assumption that dim U < oo together with
Lemma 84 then gives that this transfer function is coprime. 0

The dual result is:

Proposition 88 Suppose that the system (A, B, C, D) is input and output
stabilizable, approximately controllable and approximately observable, the con-
tinuous spectrum of A on the unit circle is empty and that the resolvent set
of A is dense in the unit disc. Then the transfer function of the FARE
closed-loop system is a normalized left pseudo-coprime factor of the transfer
function of the system (A, B, C, D). If in addition dim Y < oo then it is
coprime.
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Chapter 8

LQG-balancing revisited

If we combine Theorem 69 with Propositions 87 and 88 we obtain the fol-
lowing theorem:

Theorem 89 Suppose that the system (A, B, 'p2, D) is input and output sta-
bilizable, approximately controllable and approximately observable, the con-
tinuous spectrum of A on the unit circle is empty, the resolvent set of A
is dense in the unit disc and that either the input or the output space is
finite-dimensional. Then has a LQG-balanced realization.
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